
COMPANY OVERVIEW
Veritas is The Genome Company. We screen the majority of an individual’s DNA through whole genome 
sequencing and interpretation to provide insights on inherited disease risks, carrier status, drug sensitivities, 
traits and ancestry. Our mission is to help people understand their genetics and make more informed health 
and lifestyle decisions with the involvement of their physician and access to skilled genetic counselors.

We offer consumers cutting edge genetic testing and interpretation; physicians a dedicated portal to order, 
track, and review reports for all patients; and researchers a comprehensive on-the-cloud data ecosystem to 

complement and enhance research. 

WHOLE GENOME SEQUENCING 
myGenome, our flagship service, includes sequencing and interpretation of an individual’s whole 
genome to better guide decisions regarding medications, medical treatment, diet, and exercise. 

• Covers majority of the human genome, while other tests account for only a fraction of it

• Screens 40,000 genes for over 1,200 clinically relevant conditions

• Provides drug sensitivities (including adverse reactions) for more than 200 drugs

• Assesses carrier risk for over 100 inherited conditions

• Identifies over 120 traits in 12 categories, including “Nutrition & Diet,” “Blood Sugar,”  
and “Cardiovascular”

• Displays genetic ancestral data by region

• WGS gold standard 30X average coverage on Illumina HiSeqx10 System

• Board-certified genetic counselors and a distinguished Medical and Scientific Advisory Board

• Inherited Cancers: 
- myBRCA/myBRCA HiRisk gauges hereditary risk of breast, ovarian, and other cancers

• Reproductive Health (MyHealthyStart):  
- myCarrier identifies inherited conditions that can be passed on to descendants 
- myPrenatal assesses the health of a developing fetus through a maternal blood test. 
- myNewborn assesses the health of a newborn

TARGETED TESTING SERVICES

KEY FACTS 
• Co-founded in 2014 by George Church and leading scientists from the Personal Genome Project  

at Harvard Medical School 
• First to offer consumer whole genome sequencing and interpretation for under $1,000 (March 2016)
• Secured $42M in funding through Series A and B rounds
• Growing team of more than 100 bioinformaticians, curators, developers, genetic counselors, M.D.’s and Ph.D.’s
• Conducts sales in more than 100 countries
• U.S. lab is CLIA-certified and China Lab is CAP-accredited
• Recognized twice by MIT Technology Review as one of the 50 Smartest Companies in 2016 and 2017

• Flagship product, myGenome, named by Medscape as one of 10 Tech Advances That Can Change Medicine 2016


